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A
myloids are partially ordered insolu-
ble fibrous aggregates of proteins
that are frequently associated with

a range of diseases, including Alzheimer's,
Parkinson's, and prion diseases.1,2 Amylo-
idogenic proteins assemble into β-sheet-rich
fibers where the individual β-strands are
oriented perpendicular to the fiber axis
and connected through a periodic network
of hydrogen bonds that are approximately
parallel to the fiber axis.3 The fibers display a
unique structural motif, denoted as steric
zipper, in which the side chains protruding
from two β-sheets are tightly interdigitated
and self-associated through van der Waals
interactions.4,5 Many polypeptides can form
amyloid under modestly denaturing condi-
tions, indicating that amyloid is a widely
accessible, low-energy protein quaternary
structure.
Unlike pathological amyloids, some amy-

loid fibrils are used by living cells to perform
diverse physiological functions through long-
lived protein�protein interactions.6�8 These
amyloid-based nanostructures offer promis-
ing prospects in nanotechnology for the
design of novel self-assembling materials.8

Functional amyloids, which share many fea-
tures of classical disease-associated amyloids,
havebeen identified inmanyorganisms, from
bacteria to humans. Several bacterial and
fungal species produce extracellular amyloid
compounds that are used to strengthen cell
surface interactions such as adhesion, aggre-
gation, and biofilm formation. Prominent ex-
amples are the proteinaceous fibers (curli)
produced by enteric bacteria like Escherichia

coli, and known tomediate biofilm formation,
host colonization, immune activation, and cell
invasion.9,10 More recently, Als adhesion pro-
teins from the fungal pathogen Candida

albicans have been shown to form functional
amyloids.11�15 Cell adhesion mediated by
Als proteins depends on conformational
change in the molecules, rather than on
signal transduction and expression of new

surface proteins. The conformational changes

result in the formation of nanoscale ordered

clusters of Als adhesins on the cell surface,

which bind dyes that are used to stain amy-

loids, like thioflavin T and Congo red.15 These

adhesive nanodomains, in turn, mediate high

avidity interactions between adhering cells.

Consistent with the cellular behavior, Als

proteins have conserved amyloid-forming

sequences and form amyloid fibers in vitro.12

The V326N single sitemutation in the amyloid-

forming region of Als5 abrogates amyloid

formation and aggregation.13,14,16 The

strength of yeast adhesion results from the

force-activated amyloid-like clustering of
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ABSTRACT

Bacterial and fungal species produce some of the best-characterized functional amyloids, that

is, extracellular fibres that play key roles in mediating adhesion and biofilm formation. Yet, the

molecular details underlying their mechanical strength remain poorly understood. Here, we

use single-molecule atomic force microscopy to measure the mechanical properties of amyloids

formed by Als cell adhesion proteins from the pathogen Candida albicans. We show that

stretching Als proteins through their amyloid sequence yields characteristic force signatures

corresponding to the mechanical unzipping of β-sheet interactions formed between surface-

arrayed Als proteins. The unzipping probability increases with contact time, reflecting the time

necessary for optimal inter β-strand associations. These results demonstrate that amyloid

interactions provide cohesive strength to a major adhesion protein from a microbial pathogen,

thereby strengthening cell adhesion. We suggest that such functional amyloids may repre-

sent a generic mechanism for providing mechanical strength to cell adhesion proteins. In

nanotechnology, these single-molecule manipulation experiments provide new opportunities

to understand the molecular mechanisms driving the cohesion of functional amyloid-based

nanostructures.

KEYWORDS: AFM . amyloids . functional nanomaterials . nanomechanics .
pathogens . single-molecule manipulation
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hundreds of proteins on the cell surface to form arrays
of orderedmultimeric binding sites.15,16 These amyloid
clusters explain why Als proteins often show weak
binding to specific ligands, yet mediate remarkably
strong adherence.15 Despite the key role thatmicrobial
amyloids, like Als amyloids, play in mediating cell ad-
hesion, aggregation, and biofilm formation, the mo-
lecular details underlying their mechanical strength
remain poorly understood.
Recent advances in single-molecule manipulation

experiments have offered new opportunities for study-
ing the elasticity of proteins.17,18 Stretching modular
proteins, like titin or tenascin, yields characteristic force
signatures that reflect the force-induced unfolding of
secondary structures (R-helices, β-sheets).19�21 Pulling
on amyloid β-peptides associated with Alzheimer's
disease reveals force plateau responses attributed to
the unzipping of individual β-sheets from the amyloid
fibrils.22,23 To date, however, themechanical properties
of functional microbial amyloids have never been in-
vestigated. Here, we use single-molecule atomic force
microscopy (AFM) to study the nanomechanics of
amyloids made of C. albicans Als adhesion proteins.
Our results are consistent with a model in which
individual β-sheets formed by the lateral assembly of
short β-strands from hundreds of Als proteins can be
unzipped with a constant force and under equilibrium
conditions. Occurrence of zipper interactions strongly
increases with interaction time, which is attributed to
the time necessary for conformational changes for
optimal β-strand associations. Zipper interactions are
detected in Als monolayers displaying an orientation
mimicking the yeast cell surface, but not in mature
amyloid fibers, suggesting these structures are too
stable to be unzipped. Collectively, our results sug-
gest that the Als amyloid functions as a strongly
cohesive molecular zipper that mediates long-lived
homophilic protein interactions, thereby strength-
ening cell adhesion.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Unzipping Individual β-Sheets. To study themechanical
properties of Als amyloids, oriented monolayers of Als
proteins were probed using biologically modified AFM
tips. To this end, 414 amino acid residue fragments of
Als5p containing the amyloid region (hereafter de-
noted as “Ig-T fragments”) were attached through their
His-tagged C-terminal regions on an Ni2þ-NTA surface
in order tomimic the orientation occurring on the yeast
cell surface (Figure 1a). Als proteinswere probed through
their amyloid regions using an AFM tip modified with a
short amyloid-forming peptide homologous to the amy-
loid forming region of Als5p, SNGIVIVATTRTV (hereafter
“amyloid-tip”) (Figure 1a).12,14 Thus, the derivatized tips
should probe the homologous amyloid-like interactions,
rather than the ligand�receptor interactions that we
have previously documented.24,25

Figure 1. Strategy for measuring the nanomechanical re-
sponse of Als amyloids. (a) Principle of the single-molecule
manipulation experiments. Each Als protein protruding
from the yeast surface contains a ligand-binding Ig-like
region (Ig) made of two β-sheet-rich domains followed by
an amyloidogenic threonine-rich region (T). To mimic this
orientation, Ig-T fragments terminated with a His-tag at the
C terminal were assembled on a gold surface terminated
with Ni2þ-NTA (10%) and EG3 (90%) groups. Note that
the cartoon is idealized and that the surface may be less
structured than depicted. The surface-displayed Ig-T mole-
cules were stretched via their amyloid region using an AFM
tip functionalized with the amyloid-forming peptide SNGI-
VIVATTRTV. (b) AFM deflection image (5 μm� 5 μm) in PBS
confirming the presence of a homogeneous, featureless
Ig-T layer. (c) To determine the layer thickness, 2 μm � 2 μm
square areas were first scanned at large forces (10 nN),
followed by imaging 5 μm � 5 μm images of the same areas
under smaller forces. A cross-section taken in the correspond-
ing height image along the white line is shown under the
image.
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To validate the quality of the functionalized sur-
faces, Ig-T layers were imaged with a silicon nitride tip
in buffer. The morphology of the protein monolayer
(Figure 1b) was smooth, devoid of any fibrillar struc-
tures, and stable upon repeated scanning, indicating
strong attachment of the proteins to the surface.
Scanning a small area (2 μm � 2 μm) at large forces
(10 nN) resulted in the removal of the protein layer
and allowed us to directly determine its thickness,
3.1( 0.6 nm (mean( standard deviation σ, Figure 1c).
Applying similar imaging forces on an NTA-surface did
not alter its morphology, confirming that only the
protein film had been removed. The 3 nm value is
much smaller than the length of fully stretched 414
amino acid residue fragments (∼150 nm), suggesting
that the proteins were folded in their native state.

Figure 2 shows representative force�distance curves
recordedbetween an amyloid-tip and an Ig-Tmonolayer,
using a pulling speed of 200 nm/s. Adhesion signatures
were frequently detected (45%) and exhibited two types
of behaviors, that is, pronounced constant force plateaus
(25%, Figure 2a) and single (or double) nonlinear force
peaks (20%, Figure 2b). These two features were often
sequential (Figure 2a), the force plateau being frequently
preceded with nonlinear force peaks. Figure 2a shows
that the plateau signatures displayed sharp ruptures or
“plateau forces” of 31( 5, 61( 3, and 91( 5 pN (each
value represents the mean ( σ obtained from n = 150
plateau curves recorded using three independent tips
and samples), with a broad distribution of rupture
lengths (see Supporting Information Figure 1). Hence,

each mean plateau force was a multiple of a ∼30 pN
unit force.

Nonlinear force peaks were well-described by
the worm-like-chain model using a persistence length
of 0.4 nm: F(x) = kbT/lp [0.25(1 � x/Lc)

�2 þ x/Lc � 0.25],
where Lc and lp are the contour length and persistence
length of the molecule, kb is the Boltzmann constant
and T the absolute temperature. The mean peak mag-
nitude, 198 ( 23 pN (mean ( σ; 250 curves), is in the
range of unfolding forces reported for β-fold domains
at similar loading rates, such as Ig and fibronectin
domains of modular proteins,19,20 and larger than the
forces needed to unfold R-helical domains.26 The ob-
served force peaks may reflect the force-induced ex-
tension of the Ig and T secondary structures.24,27,28

Two series of control experiments suggest that the
observed force plateaus represent the characteristic
mechanical response of an amlyoid structure. First,
force plateaus were never observed when using non-
amyloid peptide tips or nonamyloid protein mono-
layers. Figure 3 shows representative force�distance
curves obtained when introducing a single site muta-
tion that prevents amyloid formation. The mutation is
V5N in the probing peptide, and corresponds to V326N
in the Ig-T fragment of Als5p. When this mutation was
present in either the probe sequence or the Ig-Tmono-
layer, force plateaus were never detected, supporting
the notion that they originate from amyloid-like inter-
actions (Figure 3a, SNGINIVATTRTV nonamyloid pep-
tide; Figure 3b, V326N Ig-T protein). This mutation
in the amyloid-forming region of Als abrogates yeast

Figure 2. Unzipping individual β-sheets. (a�c) Representative retraction force curves recorded in buffer between an amyloid-
tip and an Ig-T surface, using a pulling speed of 200 nm/s and an interaction time of 250ms. (a) A substantial fraction (25%) of
the curves showed constant force plateaus, sometimes superimposed onto one another. The dashed line on the top curve
represents the zero force line. The number of force plateaus superimposed is highlighted by a corresponding number of
asterisks (/). (b) Another fraction of the curves (20%) recorded in the same conditions showed elastic responses that were
well-described by the worm-like-chain model using a persistence length of 0.4 nm (see fits in red). (c) The remaining curves
(55%) did not show any adhesion events. The data shown are from a total of 256 force curves recorded on different locations
of a sample. Similar data were obtained using more than three different tips and three independent samples (>3072 force
curves).
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aggregation (Figure 3c) and amyloid formation.13,14,16

Note that few nonlinear force peaks were sometimes
observed in these experiments, reflecting nonspecific
interactions between tip and sample.

Second, control experiments were performed to
rule out the possibility that the plateau signatures
would correspond to the simple desorption of indivi-
dual Ig-T proteins from the substratum (Supporting
Information Figure 2). Pulling on Als proteins randomly
adsorbed on hydrophilic (EG3) and hydrophobic (CH3)
surfaces yielded force curves that did not show force
plateaus, confirming that these are only observed with
orientedmonolayers of Alsmolecules inwhich amyloid
bonds between parallel proteins are favored. Taken
together, the above findings strongly suggest that
force plateaus captured the mechanical unzipping of
amyloid-like Als5p β-sheet structures.

We attribute these force responses to the rupture of
bonds formed between amyloid strands from hun-
dreds of parallel Als molecules. The ∼30 pN unit force
would correspond to the unzipping of the β strands
from a single β-sheet, specifically to the rupture of
single interstrand H-bonds, known to be stronger
and shorter thanH-bonds inR-helices.29 The unzipping
of two (or three) β-sheets in parallel would lead to a
two (or three)-fold increase of the unit force value
(Figure 2a). The force plateaus in our experiments are

different from those observed in amyloid β fibrils
associated with Alzheimer's disease in that the latter
were attributed to the unzipping of individual β-sheets
from the Aβ fibrils.22,23 In our experiments, fibrils were
not present but the similarity in force�extension char-
acteristics of the plateaus implies that similar amyloid-
like bonds are ruptured in each case.

Lastly, we note that the observed force plateaus
clearly differ from the multiple unfolding force peaks
observed earlier by pulling on Ig-T-TR6 proteins.

14,16,24

This behavior is attributed to differences in probe
specificity: in previous studies, Als proteins were
stretched through their Ig terminal domains with an
antibody or full Als5p protein bound to the tip, whereas
here the tip was functionalized with a short amyloid
peptide expected to be able to reach and specifically
bind the amyloid region.

Dynamics of Unzipping. Thedynamics of the unzipping
interaction was investigated by recording force curves
between an amyloid-tip and an Ig-T-surface at various
pulling speeds. Figure 4a,b shows that the mean pla-
teau forces corresponding to the unzipping of single or
multiple β-sheets did not substantially depend on the
stretching speed, over the rangeexperimentally accessible.
This finding is in sharp contrastwith thebehavior observed
for the rupture of receptor�ligand complexes30,31 and
for the unfolding force of water-soluble proteins19,32

Figure 3. Unzipping interactions are abolished with a single-site mutation in the amyloid sequence. (a,b) Representa-
tives force�distance curves recorded in buffer between a tip bearing a nonamyloid peptide with a V5N substitution
(SNGINIVATTRTV) and Ig-T proteins (a), and between a tip bearing the amyloid peptide (SNGIVIVATTRTV) and nonamyloid Ig-T
mutant proteins with a V326N substitution in the amyloid sequence (b). The pulling rate was 200 nm/s and the interaction
time was 250 ms. Both conditions lead to a dramatic reduction in the number of curves with adhesion events and to the
disappearance of force plateau signatures, indicating that molecular zippers are formed through amyloid bonds. (c) Effect of
the V326N substitution on adhesion and aggregation of S. cerevisiae yeast cells expressing Als5p. The brown spheres are BSA-
coated ferromagnetic beads, 2 μm in diameter.38 This substitution in the 1419-residue protein greatly reduces cellular
aggregation and amyloid-formation.13,14
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which usually increase with the logarithm of the
stretching speed. Rather, our data are reminiscent of
the behavior of pathological amyloids,22,23 and indi-
cate that the mechanical measurements were made
near thermodynamic equilibrium, thus that the time
for establishing and maintaining β-sheet associations
is smaller than the time scale of our experiment (that is,
the 0.1�1.0 s range).

Figure 4c shows the influence of pulling speed on
the force plateau frequency, that is, the number of
curves with plateau events. Lowering the pulling rate
(from 1000 to 200 nm/s) dramatically increased the
frequency of force plateaus, although some variations
were found from one independent experiment to
another (seeduplicates experiments). Toassesswhether
this could be related to a time dependence in the zipper
interaction, the contact time was varied while keeping

the pulling rate constant (1000 nm/s). Under these
conditions, the force plateau frequency increased with
time to reach a plateau after 5 s (Figure 4d). The
dependence of the force plateau frequency on pulling
rate and contact time supports the notion that zipper-like
interactions are established between the β-strand on the
tip and antiparallel β-strands from self-associated adhe-
sion proteins. The prolonged contact time required to
form a zipper is suggested to reflect the time necessary
for conformational changes and optimal fitting of neigh-
boring β-strands.

In the light of these results and of currently available
X-ray diffraction data on Aβ fibrils,4,5 we suggest that
parallel Als proteins interact through their β-strands
to form a two-dimensional protein array stabilized
by amyloid-like hydrogen bond networks. The pro-
tein orientation in the Als monolayers mimics that

Figure 4. Dynamics of the zipper interaction. (a) Histograms showing the distribution of plateau forcesmeasuredbetween an
amyloid-tip and an Ig-T surface at different pulling speeds (100, 200, and 1,000 nm/s; surface delay = 0 ms). For each loading
rate, the data correspond to 150 plateau curves from a total of 3072 force curves recorded using three different tips and
samples. (b, c) Dependence of the mean plateau forces (b) and plateau force frequency (c) on the pulling speed. Each data
point in panel b represents themean( σ calculated from 150 plateau curves from a total of 3072 force curves obtained using
three different tips and samples. (d) Dependence of the plateau force frequency on contact time measured at a constant
pulling speed of 1000 nm/s. The plateau force probability showed a strong dependence both on the pulling speed and the
interaction time. Each value in panels c and d was obtained from a total of 1024 forces curves. The two sets of black symbols
represent two independent experiments with amyloid-tips, while the red symbols correspond to control experiments with
tips bearing nonamyloid peptides.
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in vivo: on yeast cell walls, Als molecules are anchored to
insoluble wall polysaccharides through their C-terminals,
and form two-dimensional amyloid-likenanodomains.15,16

Als Proteins Form Amyloid Fibrils That Cannot Be Unzipped.
To assess whether the force plateau pattern is also
observed with mature Als fibrils, we probed the force
response of fibrils formed from Ig-T proteins. Proteins
were suspended in deionized water (0.2 mg/mL),
stirred for 2 days at 5 �C, left unstirred for 2 days at
5 �C and then incubated with a mica substrate.12

Inspection of the protein preparation using AFM imag-
ing in PBS revealed the presence of unbranched
straight linear fibrils with diameters of 3.5 ( 0.8 nm
(mean ( σ, n = 25 from five independent samples)
(Figure 5a). Some of these were found to locally
separate into thinner filaments of 1.5 nm in diameter,
which is about the size of protofilaments making the
structural unit of fibrils formed from Aβ 1�40 pep-
tides.23 This feature is consistent with the notion that
amyloids are highly hierarchical structures assembled
from individual subunit structures. No fibrils were
formed from Ig-T proteins bearing the V326N single-
site mutation, indicating that amyloid interactions are
critical for fibril formation.15

Figure 5b,c shows the force data obtained between
a single fibril and an amyloid-tip. The force signatures
(Figure 5c) were different from those recorded on the
Ig-T monolayer (Figure 2), in that force plateaus were
never observed. Rather, most curves showed single
force peaks of 32 ( 5 pN (mean ( σ; 1024 curves)
magnitude that were not observed with a bare tip.
Hence, while the amyloid-tip is able to bind themature
fibrils, the latter cannot be unzipped using our meth-
odology. This result is compatible with the formation
and rupture of a single 30 pNbondbetween the tip and

the fiber and suggests that β-sheets in Als fibrils are
assembled through amyloid interactions that are too
strong to be unraveled by AFM. This finding is also
consistent with the high stability of amyloid-like fibrils.
Nelson et al.4 estimated the free energy associated
with the formation of an amyloid-like protofibril made
of a seven-residue peptide from the yeast protein
Sup35 to be ∼24 kcal mol�1. This high stability results
from the combination of multiple H-bonds forming
individual β-sheets with dry van der Waals forces
associated with the tight self-complementation of
two sheets.4,33 As this∼24 kcal mol�1 value is 10 times
larger than the∼2.5 kcal mol�1 energy associated with
an H-bond between two β-strands, we suggest that
the 30 pN tip-fibril binding force will be too weak to
dissociate a fibril.

Biological Implications of the Als Molecular Zipper. Taken
together, our results are consistent with a molecular
zipper model in which amyloid-like β-sheets form
between parallel surface-displayed Als molecules,
and can be unzipped at constant force and under
equilibrium conditions, using an amyloid probing pep-
tide (Figure 6). Amyloid interactions are additive and
increase with interaction time, supporting a zipper
model in which amyloid bonds are established be-
tween many lateral Als proteins. On yeast cells, such
amyloid bonds form upon mechanical stimulation by
cell�cell contact14 or an AFM tip,16 and are facilitated
by mobility of the amyloid regions, which are tethered
to the surface through flexible glycopeptide “stalks” up
to 140 nm long.15 Amyloid clustering activates yeast
cells for strong adhesion by increasing the avidity of
binding through hundreds of parallel binding events
or more.14�16,33,34 The proposed model (Figure 6) is
also consistent with the observed rupture lengths,

Figure 5. Morphology andmechanical response of mature amyloid fibrils. (a) AFM deflection image (1 μm� 1 μm) recorded
with a silicon nitride tip in buffer for a preparation of Ig-Tmolecules (0.2mg/mL) incubated during 4 days at 4 �C in PBS buffer
and adsorbed on mica. Arrows show an amyloid fiber separated into two strands. The inset is an enlarged view of a fiber
showing helical markings. (b) Deflection image and adhesion force map (16 � 32 force curves on a 0.5 μm � 1 μm area)
recorded in buffer with an amyloid-tip. The arrow emphasizes a fibril. Bright pixels in the map correspond to binding events.
(c) Representative force curves recordedonmica andon afibril, documenting single unbinding forces (32( 5pN)without any
evidence for unzipping interactions.
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which have mean values in multiples of ∼30�35 nm
(see Supporting Information Figure 1), the predicted
length for the T domain sequence when fully extended.
Themultiple lengthsmay be caused by the tip remaining
attached to the surface through two, three, or more T
domains.

Our finding that homologous interactions take place
betweena singleAls amyloid peptide andamonolayer of
oriented Als proteins indicates that zipper-like amyloid
bonds can form between opposing adhesion molecules
and is consistent with in vivo data showing that amyloid
bonds can form between cells.15 Amyloid bonds be-
tween opposite cells would be highly stable, because
the dissociation rates would be lowered to near zero as
a result of the summed energies of H bonding29 and
van der Waals forces33 in amyloids. Considering that in
our unzipping experiments the lifetime of the bond
between two opposing amyloids is given by the
plateau rupture length divided by the tip velocity, a
zipper interaction between two cells will substantially
increase the lifetime;thus lower the dissociation
constant;of the cell�cell bond. Amyloid bonds between
cells are consistent with the strong cell�cell binding
characteristic of the cohesion of C. albicans colonies
and mats.34 Indeed, the physical characteristics of
C. albicans colonization of human tissues is such that
physicians sampling superficial lesions find the fungus
is so strongly bound that the epithelial layer is usually
adherent to the colony rather than the host.35 Our
proposed cell�cell zipper interaction is reminiscent
of the homophilic cadherin�cadherin interaction, in

which multiple binding contacts between opposing
surfaces have been demonstrated and suggested to
allow for greater stability in cell�cell interactions,36

and implies that similar zipper-like interactions can
occur in other amyloid-mediated interactions such as
platelet activation37 and bacterial biofilms.10

CONCLUSIONS

Adhesion of C. albicans cells is known to be
mediated by amyloid-like interactions involving clus-
ters of Als adhesionmolecules on the cell surface.13 Yet,
how amyloid bonds affect the highmechanical strength
of Als proteins was not known. We have shown that
stretchingAls proteins through their amyloid sequences
yields characteristic force responses corresponding
to the mechanical unzipping of β-sheet interactions
formed between parallel Als proteins, oriented in the
same way as they are on the yeast cell surface. We have
also found that amyloid-like bonds form between amy-
loid molecules on two opposing surfaces (the amyloid
monolayer and the amyloid probing peptide), an inter-
action that we believe strengthen the bonds between
two opposing cells expressing homologous proteins.
Hence, these results suggest that the Als amyloid can
function as a strongly cohesive molecular zipper that
mediates long-lived homophilic protein interactions
between cells. The adhesion zipper interaction unra-
velled here may represent a general mechanism for
providing remarkable mechanical strength to cell adhe-
sion proteins from various cell types, from microbes to
plant and animal cells.

METHODS

Expression and Purification of Als5p Fragments. Ig-T fragments
made of 414 amino acid residues were expressed and secreted
from S. cerevisiaeharboringplasmidpRL09 andpurifiedbyHis-Trap
chromatography as previously described.12,38 The SNGIVIVATTRTV
amyloid peptide and the SNGINIVATTRTV nonamyloid pep-
tide used to functionalize the tips were synthesized and
purified to over 95% by the Rockefeller University Proteomics
Facility.12,14

Atomic Force Microscopy. AFM measurements were performed
at room temperature (20 �C) in buffered solutions (Phosphate
Buffer Saline; pH 7.2), using a Nanoscope V Multimode AFM
(Veeco Metrology Group, Santa Barbara, CA) and oxide sharp-
ened microfabricated Si3N4 cantilevers (Microlevers, Veeco
Metrology Group). The spring constants of the cantilevers were
measured using the thermal noise method (Picoforce, Veeco Me-
trology Group), yielding values ranging from 0.007 to 0.019 N/m.
Unless otherwise specified, all force measurements were

Figure 6. Nanomechanics of Als amyloid zippers. Model showing homotypic binding of lateral Als adhesins through anti-
parallel β-strands (red arrows) leading to the formation of a surface amyloid zipper (for sake of clarity, Ig regions are not
shown). Note that the surface may be less structured than depicted, and we do not know whether the amyloid-like
interactions result from association of parallel or antiparallel β-strands. From left to right: approaching an amyloid peptide
toward the Ig-T β-strands leads to the formation of an amyloid bond; retracting the probing peptide stretches and lifts
amyloid regions from the surface, breaking H bonds sequentially between two strands (30 pN) or more (60 pN or 90 pN) at a
time. In nature, this molecular zipper provides a powerful mechanism to strengthen cell�cell adhesion.
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recorded with a pulling speed of 200 nm/s and a surface delay
of 0 s.

To prepare Ig-T surfaces, silicon wafers (Siltronix) were
coated using electron beam thermal evaporation with a 5 nm
thick chromium layer followed by a 30 nm thick gold layer. The
gold coated surfaces were cleaned for 15 min by UV and ozone
treatment, rinsed with ethanol, dried with a gentle nitrogen
flow, and immersed overnight in ethanol containing 0.1 mM of
nitrilotriacetate (NTA)-terminated (10%) and triethylene-glycol
(EG3)-terminated (90%) alkanethiols (Prochimia, Poland). After
rinsing with ethanol, the surfaces were immersed in a 40 mM
aqueous solution of NiSO4 for 1 h, rinsed in water, incubated in
PBS containing 200 μg/mL of His-tagged Ig-T fragments (wild-
type and V326N) for 1 h, and finally rinsed in buffer. Control ex-
periments were performed in which His-tagged Ig-T fragments
(200 μg/mL in PBS) were simply adsorbed on hydrophilic and
hydrophobic substrata, prepared by treating gold coated sur-
faces with EG3-terminated (100%) and CH3-terminated (100%)
alkanethiols, respectively.

AFM tips were functionalized with amyloid and nonamyloid
peptides through their -NH2 groups using acetal-PEG-NHS
linkers as described byWildling et al.39 Cantilevers were washed
with chloroform and ethanol, placed in an UV-ozone-cleaner
for 30 min, immersed overnight into an ethanolamine solution
(3.3 g ethanolamine into 6 mL of DMSO), then washed three
times with DMSO and two 2 times with ethanol, and dried with
N2. The ethanolamine-coated cantilevers were immersed for 2 h
in a solution prepared by mixing 1 mg of acetal-PEG-NHS dis-
solved in 0.5 mL of chloroform with 10 μL of triethylamine, then
washed with chloroform and dried with N2. Cantilevers were
further immersed for 10 min in a 1% citric acid solution, washed
three times in acetone, dried under N2, and then covered with a
200 μL droplet of a PBS solution containing peptides (0.2 mg/mL)
towhich 2μL of a 1MNaCNBH3 solutionwere added. After 50min,
cantilevers were incubated with 5 μL of a 1 M ethanolamine
solution in order to passivate unreacted aldehyde groups,
and then washed with and stored in PBS 10 min later.
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